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 Introduction and Background
 Timeline

 1981: Egypt and family
background
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 1982 – 1996 : Living in Doha,
Qatar (Gulf Area)
 What I learned

 1996- 2002 : Moved back to
Alexandria for High School
and College
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2002
BIG CHANGES
 Corneal ulcer: The Faith
test

 Destiny and fate
 Getting Married

 Getting ready for the big
move…
 9/11 and Family fears
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 Moving to Virginia, USA

 Two options
 To be or not to be!!
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 Job offer
 The Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia, Washington, D.C.

 Education
 MBA
 CPA and examinations!

 kids
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2005 – 2009
Alexandria, Egypt
 Back to Egypt
 Job Offer

 The great Library of
Alexandria (Bibliotheca
Alexandrina)
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2008
Another Big Change!
Chapman University offer
+
Orange County, California
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 Getting ready for another big move…
 Relocation

 Quitting my job at the Bibliotheca
 New baby

 Get out there!

 Volunteering….
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Paging through generations of
children’s literature one book at a
time
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 Job offer

 Chapman University, Leatherby Libraries

 The first and the only Full-time Hijabi employee in the organization

 Challenges or problems (??)
 NONE/Never!!
 Why?

 I chose to embrace and be positive.

 Do I get Questions

 Yes!! Funny ones!!
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Motto


Dare to be different



use this difference in a
positive way

 Chapman University’s
interdisciplinary and
accepting culture
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PROJECT
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Commitment
to interfaith
Dialogue
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Commitment
to interfaith
Dialogue
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Commitment to Diversity and
open Dialogues
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•
•

Employee Star Award at the library
Nominated to the Chancellor’s Distinguished Staff Award
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How else can I use my abilities?
 International Students on campus
 Interfaith center
 Collaboration with Arabic-Speaking professors and
students
 Paper on lack of leadership and critical pedagogy in Egypt

 Muslim Student Association (MSA)
 Senior thesis interviews and mentoring
 Educate students about Islam and Muslim women
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Speaking to the international Law school students at Chapman Law School
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Formula for success: Having a
Different perspective….
 Having fun!
 Explore and embrace the culture
 Embed yourself into the society
 Kids

 Keeping my identity and staying true
to myself
 Make my family proud
 Education and working hard
 Employ your abilities and differences
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For everybody else

We are cool, we are
nice…..we even do
boogie boarding!!!
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Please help yourself to a copy of
my Orange County Register
Article dated October 7, 2013

This presentation is dedicated to my beloved dad may he
rest in peace and to the love of my life - my husband and
soul mate Hesham El-Askary
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